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Introduction:
Google Panda is here and with its arrival; all the mushrooming sites 
with thin content have either vanished or are in the process of 
becoming extinct. It was always said in the SEO fraternity that 
“content is king”; but with this new entry in the field, we need to 
rephrase this as “good, unique and fresh content that appeals to the 
audience is king”.
As more and more articles are published online every day, the 
competition to earn Googlcompetition to earn Google’s top spot gets ever-fiercer. You’ll have 
to write truly extraordinary content if you want to rank well in Google 
SERPs. To make it work your content needs to be really special!
There is already loads of good content online. So to get noticed, you 
need to take the step from good to great. 

Process of 
writing great
content:

1. Choose a topic: 
This is perhaps the most difficult and trickiest of all. You need to come up with a really 
good idea. You may also keep a list of content ideas. Ideas don't always appear when you 
want them to. So its always good to have a list handy with you where you have put the 
topic idea with the highlights that you may like to include in your content.

2. Elect a sellable topic: 
PPeople always tend to search certain topics or trends. Always try to frame the title around 
the search preference of your audience. If you have created a good title; half the battle is 
won.

3. Create a keyword rich title
Now when Now when you are ready with a sellable topic, the next most important step is to choose a 
keyword rich title. By default, the title of your post becomes the title of your web page and 
Search engines give more importance to your page title than just about any other variable 
and they give more weight to the first few words in a title.



4. Research: 

Do not write just for the sake of writing. If you doing it then there's a good chance that 
the content you have written sounds total rubbish. So write only when you actually feel 
inspired to write your post.
When When you and your topic are ready for the new post, do a thorough research of the web 
to see what has already been written on the topic you are offering. Try not to offer what 
is already there. Add some value instead. Research well and come out with something 
really great and unique to offer to your readers.

5. Length: 

Although shoAlthough short posts are quick and easy to read; but you can not count on short posts 
to rank well in SERPs. You’ll have a better chance of getting on the front page of the 
search engines if your post is long enough to have more keywords, and in more 
combinations.You will also be able to provide loads of information to your readers 
through longer posts which again will be seen as more suitable for the top ranks by 
Google because they will be seen as being more likely to fulfill their users’ needs be-
cause they contain more information.

6. Bullet Points:

Do not forget to add a bulleted list at the beginning of the blog post summarising the 
gist of your content. For example you may have a list of “What You’ll Learn” near the be-
ginning of post. It will not take much of you time but will serves several important pur-
poses like it will give the reader a bit of a roadmap for the post.
Your readers will also learn the benefits they will have by reading the post. This will en-
courage them to go ahead and read the article.
Finally, bullet points can create a curiosity gap. If you make your bullet points truly 

7. Share your post through social networks and market your content:
By sharing your post through these and other social media platforms, and getting 
others to do the same, you’ll drive more traffic and build awareness of your post.

Conclusion:
Hopefully this aHopefully this article has given you few ideas about how to create better content that 
may rank on the top search pages. The process is extremely simple. All it takes is a little 
bit of thought, planning and execution. 
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